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41. Difficulty making plans 

It can be very difficult to make plans for the future when confronted with the diagnosis of cancer. Those plans  

already in place may have had to be altered due to the number of hospital appointments, the severity of the  

symptoms, or treatment side effects. Making future plans can be difficult enough but there may be other people 

to consider, and other uncertainties, which can make this even harder. Some people develop a fear of ‘tempting 

fate’; in other words, they fear making any kind of assumptions about their future (e.g. “If I make a plan for next 

summer, something is bound to go wrong. It’s safer not to plan anything”).  

 

However, it is essential to everyone’s wellbeing that they have joyful things in the future to look forward to, and 

things to work towards and achieve. Without such plans we can quickly lose a sense of motivation in our lives, 

and our mood will consequently deteriorate into depression and hopelessness. Furthermore, if we stop being 

actively involved in the world around us we can quickly lose confidence in ourselves (for example, if you don’t 

leave the house much it can seem a bit scary when you do; if you don’t see your friends much you can imagine 

they wouldn’t want to see you, etc.).  

How can I manage these feelings?  

 The first step is to fully acknowledge the feelings you are having. Sometimes people try to dismiss these 

feelings, fight them or become caught up in them. So rather than beat yourself up for having these feelings 

work towards accepting that many people do and they are understandable in the circumstances (your life 

may well have been turned upside down since your diagnosis). Once you have been able to acknowledge 

your feelings, you can think about making a wise response in relation to them.  

 Even though it may be hard, try to think about your future. It may not be the future you would have wished 

for yourself, and it may even feel hard to predict, but having things to look forward to and things to achieve 

is a big part of what makes life worth living.  

 

 Sometimes the experience of cancer helps people decide on new priorities for their lives. This may mean 

spending more time with your family, going on that holiday you have long dreamed about, or taking up a 

new hobby. Just thinking about these things and making plans can help remind you that you still know how 

to make choices. Remember that it will help if you can make plans for when active treatment is finished.  

 

 Think about short term plans that you could make: things to achieve or work towards (e.g. “I will plan to 

build up my daily walks from 10 minutes a day to 20 minutes”; “By this weekend I will contact two of the 

friends I have not spoken to in months”).  
 

 Make sure your goals are specific (you know exactly what needs to be done), achievable (it is something 

you are likely to succeed in doing), measurable (you know when you have achieved it and can therefore  
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 “tick it off”) and time-limited (you agree to achieve the goal by a certain time).  

 Having short term plans can help regain a sense of control in an otherwise uncontrollable situation;  

 planning for the day ahead ensures that by the evening you will have the satisfying feeling that that you 

 have achieved something with the day.  

 Some people find that planning for every possible future that they can imagine eventuality helps them feel 

in control because whatever the future holds they have a plan up their sleeve.  

 It can be useful to speak with your family or friends so they can help you make realistic plans for both the 

short term and long term.  

 It may help you to simply explore your options with a non-judgemental person such as a professional or 

spiritual leader who is not emotionally involved in the situation.  
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       - Resources/Information 

Local Resources: 

Cancer Care Counselling Service  

The Fern Centre North Devon District Hospital 

Raleigh park 

Barnstaple 

Devon EX32 4JB  

Jess French, Lead Macmillan Cancer Care Counsellor  

Tel: 01271 334472 (ext. 5672)  

Email: jess.french@nhs.net 

Web: https://overandabove.org.uk/fern-centre/  
Self referral or though your CNS or keyworker 

National Resources: 

NHS 111 Offers medical help and advice from fully trained advisers  

supported by experienced nurses and paramedics. Available 

over the phone 24 hours a day. 

NHS Website Online information and guidance on all aspects of health and 

healthcare, to help you take control of your health and  

wellbeing.  

  

Macmillan Cancer Support Line 

www.macmillan.org.uk 

Call 0808 808 00 00 — Monday – Friday 9am—8pm 

Calls are free of charge from all consumer landlines and mobile 

phones plus all mobile networks. Please note that calls to this 

number are not free when made from outside the UK. If you are 

calling from outside of the UK call on +44 207 091 2230 

Macmillan on-line Community Online support— to share experiences or vent your emotions 

find others who understand—join today! 

Marie Curie Support Line — Living with a terminal illness 

and looking for support 

www.mariecurie.org.uk/help/support/marie-curie-support 

Calls are free of charge from all consumer landlines and mobile 

phones plus all mobile networks. The Support Line is open 8am 

– 6pm Monday to Friday and 11am – 5pm Saturday 

Other Resources : 

Macmillan Booklets: Cancer and complementary therapies PDF— MAC11645 

 Managing the symptoms of cancer MAC11671 

 How are you feeling? PDF— MAC11593_E05_N  

 Understanding chemotherapy  MAC11619_E15 

 Understanding radiotherapy  PDF— MAC11640_E12_N 

https://overandabove.org.uk/fern-centre/
https://www.mariecurie.org.uk/help/support
https://community.macmillan.org.uk/
https://www.mariecurie.org.uk/help/support

